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Experience the green

with our 20,000-hour mercury-free light source.
A particularly impressive aspect of CASIO
projectors is their innovative illumination technology
that eliminates the need for conventional mercury lamps.
This is a real milestone in terms of eco-friendliness – and
features a life time of up to 20,000 hours and
illuminative performance of up to 4,000 ANSI lumens1.

Pro series

Mercury-free light source.

Short Throw series

The innovative hybrid laser & LED light source makes CASIO
projectors pioneers in environmental terms. Since 2006, the
EU directive 2002/95/EC (RoHS) has signiﬁcantly restricted
the use of mercury. Until now, projector lamps for daylight
use have been exempt. CASIO projectors have an illuminative performance of up to 4,000 ANSI lumens1 without any
need for mercury lamps.

Standard seriess

Projection
screen

Green Slim series

Projection
optical system

Condenser lenses

Economical and environmentally friendly.

DLP®-Chip
Blue LED

We accept no liability for errors or differences in design or colour, and reserve the right to make technical
changes without notice. Last updated: January 2012.

Blue laser

Red LED

In the advanced illumination technology of the Pro and Short Throw
series, the colour blue is generated via a blue LED.
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Conventional CASIO models
Hybrid laser & LED light source
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Until now, a projector with a 20,000-hour life time at high
illuminative performance levels would have required up to
nine conventional mercury lamps over that time, at a total
cost of approximately €3,200. CASIO projectors eliminate
these costs – and the additional energy requirements for the
production, shipping and disposal of the replacement lamps.
And with its compact format (297 x 43 x 210 mm) and
reduced packaging, the Green Slim series also offers lower
shipping costs.
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Superior performance, low power consumption.
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The CASIO projectors cover a larger area of the colour spectrum
perceptible to the human eye.

Intelligent Brightness Control.

With power consumption of less than 0.4 watts in standby
mode, CASIO projectors go beyond current EU regulations2
for reducing the energy consumption of technical devices.

CASIO

The Intelligent Brightness Control automatically adapts the
projector’s brightness to different lighting conditions, thus
further optimising energy consumption.

Level required
under EU regulation 2

Conventional projectors
before 1.1.2010

1 Watt

Intelligent
brightness
control
1

2

This feature is only available with selected models.
Please consult the product speciﬁcations.
EU regulation (no 1275 / 2008).

www.casio-projectors.eu

Eco friendly projectors
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Free Standing Digital Poster
These free standing Digital posters featuring full HD 1080p video
display are designed to be complete digital signage solutions. With
a built in HD media player no additional hardware is required. As
well as being portable, they can be in constant use and have a wide
viewing angle. Tempered glass styling and no buttons or controls
on show provide a sleek elegance. An eco-friendly power timer allows the user to set what time the display turns on and off during
a week. With a range of inputs you can switch between VGA, AV,
HDMI, YPbPr or Video IN.
Available in 40”, 46”, 55” and 65”

Multi Touch Screen Display
These interactive displays are simple to use and include both
landscape and portrait models. The displays use an infrared
multi touch screen system which is ideal for public locations as a finger, gloved hand, pen or stylus can be used as a
pointer.
Available in 40” landscape, 46” and 55” portrait

Wall Mounted Digital Poster
The 21” LCD display is supplied with a wall mount for portrait
mounting and has a super slim profile of just 30.7mm. Simply
insert a USB drive and power on. The screen automatically
starts playing the images, video and music that are loaded
on to the card. You can set the play order and interval time
of each slide and start and stop times, giving you complete
control over every aspect of your digital presentation.

Digital Signage
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About the 220 Series
The LifeSize 220 Series, including LifeSize
Room 220, LifeSize Team 220 and LifeSize
Express 220, offers the next generation of
full HD video communications. With scalable options that bring a high quality, userfriendly experience to individuals and organizations alike, the 220 Series has shown
millions of users what video communication
is meant to be.

High Quality HD Experience
The LifeSize 220 Series boasts the highest available resolution, best motion handling and least
latency on the high definition video conferencing
market today. LifeSize pioneered HD video communication and has never stopped innovating. Our
220 Series of video conferencing solutions offers
natural, realistic interaction like you’ve never experienced over video before.

Interoperable
All products in the LifeSize 220 Series are
fully qualified to work with Microsoft® Office
Communications Server 2007 R2™ and are
interoperable with Microsoft® Lync™. The 220
Series is also interoperable with LifeSize Connections, enabling you to connect from a Mac
or PC to a meeting room or conference room.

Intuitive to Use
Not only does the LifeSize 220 Series
of products offer the highest quality
video conferencing experience available, but all LifeSize 220 products
were designed with simplicity in mind
and are intuitive to use. When interaction and data sharing must happen in real time, rest assured that
a LifeSize 220 product will enable
collaboration simply and quickly.
Cost-Effective
As the pioneer of HD video communication,
LifeSize continues to strive to bring HD video
conferencing to the mainstream. With offerings that cost roughly one-third the purchase
price of competitive solutions and even more
savings throughout the life cycles of the products, the LifeSize 220 Series of video conferencing solutions boasts an effective return

Video conferencing
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Visit www.evoko.se for the latest information.

Evoko Room Manager
Put an end to booking hassle and get
higher meeting room usage.
Difﬁculty ﬁnding a free meeting room? The Evoko Room
Manager solves this simply with the aid of small, elegant
touch-sensitive screens that display the booking status of
a meeting room clearly at the door. The complete system
is based on Outlook*, and this means that you don’t have
to learn any new software and that you can book a room
from your own computer. In addition it has support for
Microsoft’s ”Cloud”-application MS Ofﬁce 365 and Outlook
Web Access, which gives you the freedom to book from a
distance. The screen displays who has booked the room and
for how long, and it is possible to make or cancel a booking
directly on the screen. Extending an ongoing meeting is as
simple as reaching out through the door! Green or red LED
background illumination allows it to be seen at a distance

whether the room is free or occupied, and the screen
can suggest alternative rooms that are free. Nothing is
left out: Conﬁrm the meeting by touching the “Conﬁrm
the start of the meeting” button. If your booking is not
conﬁrmed it will automatically be released for booking
again! You can choose, at installation, if you want to
activate this function or not. The system even includes a
“Report” function for reporting faults of the projector or
other technical equipment. The Evoko Room Manager is
installed without any additional server or software on
the company’s Exchange server. Not even a plug-in in
Outlook* is needed. This means that the installation will
not trespass on IT security. Furthermore, it makes the
installation itself real easy.

Evoko Room Manager. Touch. Schedule. Meet.

Room management
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- MS Exchange server 2007/WebDav needs to access:
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>/exchweb/bin/auth/
owaauth.dll (authentication)
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>Exchange/room@
domain.com (read calendar)
- MS Exchange server 2007/EWS needs to access:
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>/EWS/Exchange.asmx
- MS Exchange server 2010/EWS needs to access:
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>/EWS/Exchange.asmx
t%JTplay Size: 8 inches.
t Touch Screen.
tEthernet Controller: 10/100 Mbit.
t%evice Input Power Sources: PoE – 48 V DC by RJ45.
AC-DC Adapter 12 V DC by DC Jack.
tPoE-PD Speciﬁcation Version: IEEE 802.3-2005 (previously 802.3af).
tPoE Maximum Power: 12.95 W.
t64#: x1, Host, 1.5/12 Mbit,6S#-A connector.
tRJ45: x1, Ethernet 10/100 Mbit, PoE.
t%$Jn: x1, 12 VDC.
t-&% Type (status light): Hyper Red, Super Green.
tComplies with RoHS directive.
tEMC: CE.
tElectrical safety: CE.
tAC/DC Adapter: CE-approved, 12 V DC output, 300 mm cable.
t6TFSJnterface languages: English, French, German, Spanish,
Catalan, Galician,#asque, Portuguese, Italian, Russian, Polish
and Czech.
tFrame and main casing: Aluminum alloy.
tColour: White.
tSize: 270 x 192 x 39 mm.
t Weight: 1.3 kg.

Evoko Room Manager 2012-01-16

t Easy to install.
- No new server is required.
- No additional software installation needed on the company’s
Microsoft Exchange server.
- No new software installation on the users’ computers and no
heavy programming is needed.
tEasy to use.
- The complete system is based on Microsoft Outlook*.
No need to learn new software.
t#ook meetings in Microsoft Outlook* or directly on touch screen.
- Display the meeting organizer and/or the subject for the
meeting (simultaneously).
t2uickly ﬁnd a free room just by looking for a room that shows
green light.
t#ook an instant meeting directly on the touch screen.
tExtend an ongoing meeting directly on the touch screen.
t&Od an ongoing meeting directly on the touch screen.
tFind a free room directly on the touch screen.
- Conﬁrm the start of the meeting by touching the icon on the
screen. If the start is not conﬁrmed the screen will return to green
light and the room will once again be available for booking.
t$IFDLFRVJpment status to make sure that vital technical
equipment for the meeting is working before entering the
meeting room.
tReport a problem connected to technical equipment in the
meeting room.
t System requirements:
- Direct http/https access to MS Exchange server 2003,
2007, 2010 or Ofﬁce 365.*
- Proper time and time zone settings on MS Exchange server must
be set.

*Microsoft Outlook® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

INFO

* Make sure that no security functions or programs block or restrict
a direct http/https communication between the Exchange server
and the Evoko Room Manager (i.e. domain control, ﬁrewalls,
proxies, network logins etc.)
- MS Exchange server 2003/WebDav needs to access:
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>/exchweb/bin/auth/
owaauth.dll (authentication)
https://<exchangeserver (ip or domain)>Exchange/room@
domain.com (read calendar)

ARTICLE NO: Evoko Room Manager ERM1001-series

Crystal clear. Green or rFE-&%CBDkground illumination shows at a
distance whether the meeting room is free or occupied. You can check
the booking status with a few simple commands, and make or cancel
your own bookings, or extend an ongoing meeting. The Evoko Room
Manager is automatically synchronised with bookings made in Outlook*.
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Clevertouch
A range of large format interactive display screens featuring
crystal clear, pin sharp images and optical touch technology.
Toughened glass and an all steel bezel give added durability for
heavy usage.
Available in 32”, 42”, 46”, 55”, 60”, 65” and 70” LCD versions

Durability

Optional Built in PC

5mm toughened
glass, steel bezel,
24/7 usage

Multi Touch

High Definition

No connecting
Dual touch, multi Full HD 1080p**
cables or software touch gestures and high brightness
installation required writing available*
display

Plug & Play

No Shadow

No calibration, no Unlike interactive
drivers - just turn
whiteboard and
them on and start projector solutions
interacting

Clevertouch Fusion
The Clevertouch Fusion allows users to
collaborate in a new and exciting way
by offering a 32-point touch technology
that can be used in three interactive
modes of operation:- a whiteboard, an
easel, and a table. With toughened
glass and an all steel bezel the Clevertouch Fusion is built to withstand the
rigours of a high demand environment.

Interactive Technology
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Golding Audio Ltd are proud to be the only UK Premium Partner for the entire Lapsafe
Products portfolio.
Ranging from laptop security,charging, network connectivity, mobile IT suite functionality
and central storage distribution products. Our depth of knowledge of the Education and
Commercial sectors, coupled with extensive in-house IT skills gives us an edge over the
competition, whilst our inclusive solutions mean we can support all your mobile
computer deployment.

Laptop security and charging
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